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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Receive a brief update on the following specific Station Area Plan items prior to the Planning
Commission public hearing scheduled for June 9.
•

Incentive Zoning program recommendations for the Commercial Mixed-use District;

•

Station Area “Main St.” (120th Ave NE) concept following May 12 Council/Planning
Commission input;

•

Planned Action Ordinance status and schedule; and

•

Development Agreement update.

BACKGROUND
At their December 14 Council meeting, Council adopted the Station Area Preferred Plan
Direction by adopting Resolution R-5503 (see Attachment 1). The Resolution adopted the
following vision for the Station Area Plan:

The Station Area is a thriving, new walkable district with high tech and family wage jobs,
plentiful affordable housing, sustainable buildings, park amenities, and commercial and
retail services linked by transit.
The vibrant, mixed-use environment is a model of innovation. With an outstanding
quality of life and unmatched mobility choices, the Station Area is eco-friendly, a place
to connect, and deeply rooted in the history of the land, the people, and the culture of
this special crossroads in Kirkland. The highly visible integration of ecological systems
within an urban setting sets the Station Area apart while tying the unique sub-area
districts together with existing open space and active living opportunities.
The project team last discussed the Station Area Plan with Council and the Planning
Commission at their May 12, 2022 joint study session, where they discussed the draft Station
Area Plan, draft Comprehensive Plan goals and policies, draft Phase 1 Form-based Code
concepts, draft design guidelines, and the draft Planned Action Ordinance for the Station Area.
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INCENTIVE ZONING PROGRAM – ANALYSIS UPDATE
As described in the April 5 Council meeting packet, one of the strategies identified in the
Preferred Plan Direction was to develop a bonus incentive program, through which additional
development capacity could be achieved if development provides community benefits. The
benefits that would need to be provided to utilize the incentivized development capacity would
be beyond the new baseline development allowance and associated new requirements in the
Station Area. These requirements may be different than existing requirements under current
zoning (e.g., increased baseline requirements for sustainability). However, the incentivized
development capacity cannot exceed the maximum size and height established in the Preferred
Plan Direction.
The incentive analysis is principally concerned with addressing three key questions:
1. How much private value can be created through changes in land use policy?
2. How much of that new value might be used to increase base development requirements
(e.g., requirements that require more robust frontage improvements to improve the
active transportation network or sustainability measures)?
3. How much of the value might be left to support a functional incentive zoning program
and what potential amenities should be incentivized?
The graphic below, and the following discussion, shows how each of these key questions will
ultimately define the economic potential for the new code to support an incentive program.

Step 1 – Valuing Upzone: Staff and the consultant have completed the first step,
determining the magnitude of the upzone value. The more value that is added, the greater the
likelihood that it will be possible to accommodate new base requirements and support a
functional incentive system. The results of the Step 1 analysis are that the Commercial Mixed
Use (CMU) and Neighborhood Mixed Use (NMU) districts can support an incentive zoning
system. While the analysis addresses both districts, the Phase 1 form-based code includes the
incentive zoning element for CMU, with NMU being addressed as part of Phase 2.
Step 2 – Determining New Base Requirements: Through deliberations to date, the next
key issue (Step 2) has been completed - determining how much of the new value might be
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consumed by increases in base zoning requirements. The base requirements that the Station
Area zoning will add include the following elements:
• Infrastructure required from new development, as identified in the Fiscal Impacts and
Community Benefits Analysis and subsequent work,
• The recently adopted High Performance Building Code,
• Achieving a Green Factor score of 0.4 as established in the Sustainability Analysis.
These new base requirements consume some of the increased development value because they
will require more of development than existing regulations, with the remainder available for use
in designing the incentive program. The increased base requirements are recognized by
establishing a new “base” height for the CMU district of 85 feet, after which additional height
will need to be earned through the incentive system. The regulating district map below shows
the proposed allowed base height and maximum allowed height that can be achieved through
utilizing the incentive system; the labels are explained further in the second figure. Where there
is only one height listed in conjunction with the zone designation, there is no incentivized height
because the added value of the upzone only supports the cost of the new base requirements.
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Step 3 – Establish Incentive Zoning: The final step is to establish the incentive zoning
program (Step 3). For Council and Planning Commission consideration, three options have
been developed recognizing that there are several policy choices to be made in establishing the
program. The amenities list (based on identified desired community benefits) is based on the
draft amenities matrix in the form-based code. The three options are:
Option 1 – Single Tier, No Weighting – Provides greatest flexibility to the developer to choose
which amenities to include and does not give preference to any individual amenity category.
Option 2 – 2-Tier, No Weighting – Defines an amenity category that must be satisfied first, in
this case, “affordable housing” has been selected as Tier 1 based on the high priority placed on
this benefit by the City Council. The remaining amenities follow as Tier 2 and none of the
remaining amenity categories are given preference. This option would require that an
affordable housing amenity must be provided before any other incentivized capacity is available.
Option 3 – Single Tier, Policy Weighting – This option is a variation on Option 1, but provides
greater incentive for some amenities by weighting them as follows:
• Affordable Housing receives a 1.5 weighting,
• Schools and Parks and Open Space receive a 1.25 weighting, and
• The remaining categories are weighted at 1.0.
The weighing of amenities would be a way for the regulations to prioritize amenities within the
categories, and make it more advantageous for new development to utilize higher weighted
categories, while giving developers some flexibility to select the amenities that are most
efficient or desirable for them to produce.
The table in Attachment 1 illustrates the options using a hypothetical project in the CMU-150
zone. The draft incentive zoning section of the Form-based Code is excerpted and included as
Attachment 2. It is included in the complete draft form-based code for the June 9 Planning
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Commission public hearing in order to solicit community feedback on the incentive system. It is
important to note that the figures in the illustration and the code are still being finalized. Staff
will be seeking Council direction on which option best aligns with Council priorities, with the
preferred incentive zoning system to be brought forward at the June 21 Study Session before
adoption on June 28.
120TH AVE NE “MAIN ST.” CONCEPT UPDATE
At the May 12 joint study session, some Council and Commission members raised questions
about the consistency of the 120th Ave NE “Main Street” urban design concept in the Station
Area Plan urban design framework being fulfilled by a variety of street types as proposed in the
Form-based Code. The feedback included comments that:
•

The Main Street urban design concept should be applied for the full length of 120th Ave
NE from NE 90th St to NE 80th St;

•

The project team should ensure that the transportation facilities are adequate for the
volume of person trips that can result from the high intensity office uses in the
Commercial Mixed-use District;

•

There should be bike facilities provided; and

•

The project team should refine the minimum street frontage standards to leverage the
frontage of the public Kirkland Cemetery.

The Main Street urban design concept states that 120th Ave NE, particularly between NE 85th
St and NE 90th St, is envisioned as a future main street for the district with wider sidewalks,
improved tree canopy, and human-scaled, active ground floors. As part of the Forbes Lake
subdistrict, a focus on connections to the lake through landscaping, gateway features, and
wayfinding, and connections to the proposed Forbes Lake Park will create a unique complement
to existing destinations in the city.

Based on the questions heard from some Councilmembers and Commissioners, staff wishes to
clarify the typical cross-section the Form-based Code and recommended infrastructure projects
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would result in on 120th. The below shows the typical proposed cross-sections for the segments
north and south of NE 85th St.
North of NE 85th St, to NE 90th St, there is a continuous center turn lane, a generous shared
path for walking and rolling, and a widened sidewalk on the east side of the street.

South of NE 85th St, to NE 80th St., there is a continuous center turn lane and southbound
(uphill) bike lane, and sidewalks on both sides of the street.

Currently, there is only one near-term redevelopment opportunity that the City is aware of
along the south segment of 120th, which is Google’s potential redevelopment of the Lee
Johnson site on the west side of the street. As discussed in previous public meetings, the City is
currently negotiating a Development Agreement with Google for the site. The required frontage
improvements along that portion of 120th are anticipated to be agreed upon with the
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Development Agreement, will meet or exceed the minimum standards shown, and there are
likely additional amenities adjacent to the public realm that will be provided.
There are several factors that make designating a single street cross-section for the full length
of 120th Ave NE (from NE 80th St to NE 90th St) challenging. Adding or widening amenities from
what is proposed in the above cross sections would require significant additional right-of-way in
many locations. The Madison development site in the north and east segment is already being
developed under pre-Station Area zoning and standards. Another factor is the unique nature of
several parcels along the frontage including the Kirkland Cemetery, the Salt House Church, a
King County Housing Authority development, existing single-family and condo properties.
Community outreach regarding the main street concept with the public and the property owners
would be important. Additionally, at this point in the planning process, alternative concepts
would require additional cost analysis to determine the incremental costs for the City and/or
developers, and cost allocation, for the added improvements and right-of-way width(s).
Staff’s initial review of the proposal is that an urban design concept of a pedestrian focused
Main Street Corridor on 120th is feasible and achievable with the current standards. Although
the configuration of bike lane and shared use path is a different type of bike accommodation
along 120th Ave north and south of NE 85th St, parallel bike networks are proposed via a shared
use path roughly parallel to I-405, and on-street buffered bike lanes on 122nd Ave NE.
However, staff recognizes the value in advancing this corridor with more detailed consideration
of context and does acknowledge that planning for the future should be informed, but not
limited, by the constraints of today. Therefore, staff recommends that Council direct a focused
corridor study for 120th Ave NE to commence soon after adoption of the Station Area Plan. A
corridor study could complete additional parcel-level analysis to develop alternative cross
sections for the “Main Street” and include the public outreach necessary to ensure the vision
pending adoption in the Station Area Plan is met. It is anticipated that a focused study could be
completed with a straightforward scope and community engagement process.
Recommendations could be adopted and implemented into development standards ahead of
future development applications except for the Madison and Lee Johnson sites mentioned
above.
PLANNED ACTION ORDINANCE STATUS AND UPDATE
The Final Planned Action Ordinance (PAO) is the culmination of the environmental review
process under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and will include specific mitigation
measures for future development and submittal requirements for development applications to
be reviewed as planned actions. Planned actions will be those projects that do not exceed
thresholds established in the PAO (e.g., activity units, vehicle trips), and are therefore not
required to perform environmental review beyond that in the Final SEIS for the Station Area.
The purpose of the PAO is to streamline the environmental review of future public and private
development projects that help promote the vision of the Station Area Plan.
One benefit of a PAO is that it can provide certainty for future development applicants about
the specific infrastructure projects they are required to build with their project, and/or how they
may be required to contribute to infrastructure projects that provide system-wide capacity. The
project team is currently coordinating with the Finance and Public Works Departments to
incorporate the infrastructure projects associated with the SAP into the City’s Capital
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Improvement Program (CIP). Later this year, the City’s Capital Facilities Plan Chapter of the
Comprehensive Plan will be updated to reflect the revised CIP and the City will update impact
fees to ensure development applicants pay their fair share of the capital costs. At this time, staff
is recommending that the adoption of the PAO be delayed until that reconciliation is complete
to be sure that the PAO and impact fees are aligned in establishing appropriate development
fees and project mitigations.
It is important to note that the PAO does not contain any environmental analysis beyond the
work completed in the Station Area Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS). The
FSEIS can be supplemented by future SEPA addenda to add additional relevant information. It
is anticipated that the City will issue such an addendum prior to Phase 1 Station Area adoption
to encompass the supplemental transportation and sustainability analysis completed after
issuance of the FSEIS in December 2021 through the formal SEPA process. This supplemental
analysis is already available on the Station Area Project webpage and has been discussed
previously with Council. Additionally, while staff does not anticipate any development
applications prior to Council adoption of the PAO, applications can be submitted immediately
upon effectiveness of the Form-based Code but would simply need to go through SEPA review
without the benefit of the PAO. In these cases, delay of the PAO would also not prevent the
City from requiring mitigation and infrastructure improvements from that development.
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT UPDATE
As has been discussed in previous Council meeting packets, and in public meetings, City staff
and outside counsel are engaging with Google to explore the terms of a development
agreement to provide some certainty for the proposed purchase of the Lee Johnson properties
in the Station Area in mid-2022. A development agreement is a voluntary contract between a
local jurisdiction and a property owner, detailing the obligations of both parties and specifying
the standards and conditions that will govern development of the property. As the 85th BRT
Station Area planning process began in earnest in 2020, Google and Lee Johnson reached out
to City staff in support of the vision for the Station Area and expressed their potential interest in
developing the property consistent with the vision, assuming adoption of a Station Area Plan
and associated development regulations in mid-2021. At that time, the City Council requested
additional analysis related to the fiscal impact and community benefits of the Station Area Plan,
delaying the planned adoption of the Station Area plan until mid-2022. Upon completion of the
supplemental work and adoption of the Preferred Plan Direction in December 2021, staff
recommended that the zoning work be completed in two phases to provide more time for
Council and Planning Commission, and public consideration of the zoning, as described earlier.
Phase 1 encompassing the Mixed Use Commercial Zone is targeted for adoption by June 30,
2022.
There are two primary reasons why staff believes the development agreement process is
important to pursue around the time that Phase 1 of the Station Area Plan work is adopted:
1. For the Station Area to achieve its vision and capitalize on the once-in-a-generation
investment in mass transit that the BRT station represents, there needs to be one or
more catalyst projects to drive redevelopment. As the City experienced with its upzoning in Totem Lake over two decades ago, without a catalyst project the vision is
likely to be entirely dependent on the volatility of the real estate market. By enabling
the catalyst project to proceed, while ensuring it is supportive of the Station Area vision,
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the City can help ensure that the BRT investment achieves its promise and that the
impacts of new development can be addressed. In the absence of the catalyst project
and the Station Area Plan, under current market conditions, it is likely that the area will
redevelop as multi-family housing that may not be able to support the impacts on
services and infrastructure or provide the full range of public benefits desired by the
community.
2. At the same time, one of Kirkland’s long-time businesses and largest sales tax producers
is planning to sell its property and has entered into an option for another site in
Kirkland. In order for the owner to decide whether to exercise the option before it
expires, Google must make a decision by mid-2022 on whether to purchase the Station
Area site and develop it as a catalyst project. A development agreement will provide the
certainty Google needs to make a timely decision for the current owner. The potential to
retain an important existing business within Kirkland in a different location while
obtaining a catalyst project within the Station Area presents the best opportunity to
maximize community and economic and benefits for the City.
The City and Google are negotiating terms for a potential development agreement that
could give Google the certainty it needs to make a purchase decision while ensuring that
development of a catalyst project by Google would meet or exceed the outcomes
intended by the requirements in the new Form Based Code for the Station Area that the
City is developing at the same time. The development agreement may meet or exceed
the requirements in alternate ways. An example of a potential difference might be
larger floor plates authorized in the development agreement than in the draft Form
Based Code but with offsetting investments in community benefits or less height than
allowed in some areas.
If agreement is reached on these and other terms of the development agreement, a
development agreement could be entered into contingent on approval of the zoning or after
Phase 1 zoning is adopted. The development agreement process, as established by RCW
36.70B.170, requires a public hearing before such agreement is approved by ordinance or
resolution. Staff anticipates that this hearing is likely to occur in July 2022, after adoption of
Phase 1 of Station Area Plan.
COMMUNITY OUTREACH ON THE STATION AREA PLAN
The City held a virtual Open House for the Station Area Plan on May 18, 2022. At that session,
the project team provided an overview of the draft Phase 1 Station Area Plan documents,
explained the legislative process through which the code amendments will be considered for
adoption, provided information about how the community can engage in that legislative process
by providing comments to the Planning Commission at, and prior to, their June 9 public hearing,
and conducted several Question and Answer segments throughout the meeting. The Station
Area project webpage has links available to view a recording of the meeting, see
the presentation slides, and read the written questions and answers from the live session.
The City is also providing in-person opportunities for community members to have access to the
final draft documents and engage with staff members at City Hall during business hours prior to
the Planning Commission hearing. There is currently a standing Station Area Open House
display in the north lobby of City Hall that includes individual overviews of key Station Area Plan
topics, and provides a high level summary of the plan for each component. Staff continues to
be available via phone, email, or in-person if any community members seek additional
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information on the plan or process. Staff has also provided printed materials to community
members upon request. Additionally, a brochure containing the visual overview of the Station
Area Plan and information about the June 9 Planning Commission hearing will be mailed to
every residence in the City prior to the hearing.
The project team continues to encourage members of the public to provide comments to the
City’s elected and appointed officials and the project team. Public comment may be made at all
Council or Commission meetings under Items from the Audience, and via email directly to the
Council, Planning Commission, or staff at any time.
Specific to the Planning Commission public hearing, oral testimony may be provided live
(virtually) to the Commission on June 9, or via written comment to the Commission prior to
hearing.
NEXT STEPS
The Planning Commission is scheduled to hold a public hearing to consider the Comprehensive
Plan, Zoning Code, and Zoning Map amendments and take public testimony, on June 9, 2022.
The hearing will be held virtually on the Zoom platform. If the length of public testimony or
Commission discussion necessitates, their deliberation may be continued to another Commission
meeting on June 14.
Following their deliberation, the Commission will make a recommendation to the City Council.
Council will receive the recommendation at the June 21 Council meeting and will give final
direction to be incorporated for potential adoption at the Special Council meeting on June 28,
2022.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Incentive Zoning Structure Options
2. Draft Incentive Zoning Program Section (excerpt from draft Form-based Code)
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CAM20-00153
ATTACHMENT 1
INTERNAL
DISCUSSION
INCENTIVE ZONING
STRUCTURE
OPTIONS

DRAFT
Not for Circulation

NE 85th ST STATION AREA PLAN
IZ STRUCTURE IMPLICATIONS
SINGLE TIER STRUCTURE
As‐of‐Right

150 ft

100 ft
75 ft
50 ft
25 ft
0 ft

As‐of‐Right

Incentive

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

125 ft

2‐TIER STRUCTURE

150 ft
125 ft
100 ft
75 ft
50 ft
25 ft
0 ft

0

IZ Tier 1

CMU‐150 Hypothetical Project Example
IZ Tier 2

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Bonus
Ratio
Bonus
Ratio (base) (weighted)

Single Tier IZ Program
Base capacity
IZ capacity
Total capacity

Height
85 ft
65 ft
150 ft

Stories
7
5
12

Avg plate
33,571
23,000
29,167

SF
235,000
115,000
350,000

2‐Tier IZ Program
Base capacity
IZ, Tier 1 capacity
IZ, Tier 2 capacity
Total capacity

Height
85 ft
20 ft
45 ft
150 ft

Stories
7
2
3
12

Avg plate
33,571
25,000
21,667
29,167

SF
235,000
50,000
65,000
350,000

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

OPTION 3

Single Tier, No Weighting

2‐Tier, No Weighting

Single Tier, Policy Weighting

Developer Provided
Amenity

IZ Space
Earned

Amenity
Provided

IZ Space
Earned

Amenity
Provided

IZ Space
Earned

Amenity
Provided

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
1.0

1.5

Funds for Affordable
Housing

10,000 sf

$350,000

50,000 sf

$1,750,000

25,000 sf

$583,333

2.1

2.1

SF of enhanced investment
in mid‐block connections

25,000 sf

11,667 sf

25,000 sf

11,667 sf

25,000 sf

11,667 sf

Public Open Space (outdoor)

3.6

4.5

SF of outdoor public open
space

35,000 sf

9,800 sf

10,000 sf

2,800 sf

35,000 sf

7,840 sf

Public Community Space (indoor)

7.1

8.9

SF of indoor community use
space

15,000 sf

2,100 sf

10,000 sf

1,400 sf

0 sf

0 sf

Enhanced Performance Buildings

28.6

28.6

Investment in enhanced
building performance

0 sf

$0

0 sf

$0

0 sf

$0

Ecology and Habitat (GF score above 0.6)

0.3

0.3

SF of enhanced ecological
investment

10,000 sf

29,167 sf

10,000 sf

29,167 sf

10,000 sf

29,167 sf

Innovation Investments: Energy and Decarbonization

28.6

28.6

Investment in energy and
decarbonizaton innovation

0 sf

$0

0 sf

$0

0 sf

$0

7.1

8.9

SF of indoor ECE/day care
space for non‐profit user

10,000 sf

1,400 sf

10,000 sf

1,400 sf

10,000 sf

1,120 sf

8.9

SF of indoor school
operation space

10,000 sf

1,400 sf

0 sf

0 sf

10,000 sf

1,120 sf

Commercial development contribution
MOBILITY / TRANSPORTATION
Enhanced Mid‐block Green Connections
PARKS / OPEN SPACE

SUSTAINABILITY

SCHOOLS, EDUCATION, AND CHILDCARE
ECE/Day Care Operation Space
School Operation Space

5/25/2022
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CAM20-00153
ATTACHMENT 2
DRAFT FBC EXCERPT-INCENTIVE ZONING

INCENTIVE PROGRAM
PURPOSE
The purpose of the Incentive Zoning Program within the Subarea is to provide additional development
capacity above the allowed base height zoning in exchange for providing amenities with a clear public
benefit while addressing the impacts that this additional development might have on the community.

GENERAL
The incentive zoning program may be utilized to achieve development up to the bonus maximum allowed
height where the regulating district map (Fig. 2 of this chapter) identifies both a base and maximum
allowed height (e.g., CMU 85’/150’). Where a regulating district identifies only a base maximum height,
that property is not eligible to receive incentive development capacity (e.g., CMU 60). In no case may
the incentive zoning allow development that exceeds the maximum building height as allowed in Figure 2.

REQUIRED REVIEW
The Planning and Building Director may approve an application for incentive zoning that complies with
Table 6 if the Director finds that:
1.

The design and/or extent of the amenity meets the established criteria; and

2.

Where amenities are to be provided on the subject property, a public benefit will be derived from
the development of the proposed amenity in the proposed location.

An application for incentive zoning shall be made on the forms provided by the City and submitted with
the established application fee.
An applicant may propose flexible amenity options as identified in Table 5 through a Development
Agreement subject to the provisions of Section 57.05.03 of this Chapter provided that the City finds that
the flexible amenity options clearly meet or exceed the public benefit that would results from the
standard incentive amenities.

INCENTIVE AMENITIES AND EXCHANGE RATES FOR INCENTIVE CAPACITY
Tables 5 and 6 describe the incentive amenities that may be provided to receive incentive capacity and
the exchange rate at which incentive capacity will be granted for each unit of amenity provided.
Measurements shall be in square feet (indicated as sf in Tables).
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Table 5: Incentive Amenities
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Table 5: Incentive Amenities
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